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Game Tool – Magnifying Glass Tips 

Introduction 

This tutorial gives you a couple of ideas for how you could add a magnifying glass to your game. 
 
There are a number of steps in order to get this working. In each step I have listed the 
alternatives (with the options listed in order of ease) 

Implementation Process 

Need a way to get the MagnifyingGlass into the users inventory (I don’t necessarily mean the 
Unreal Inventory.  You may find it easier to create your own inventory system which is outside 
of Unreal’s provided one if you wish.) 

 It could be in your inventory as standard 

 It could be picked up in the world 

 It could be purchased in the game 

 It could only be accessible to a particular character 
 
We need a way to enable the MagnifyingGlass 

 It could be assigned a key in the game to enable it (boolean flag) 

 It may require you to look through your inventory 

 It may require you to switch to a member of the Famous Five 
 
We need a way to show the MagnifyingGlass on the screen 

 The image should look like a magnifying glass, but be transparent on the inside and be 
filled black around its outside (it is simply a boolean flag in your HUD that enables or 
disables the display of an image) 

 
What does the magnifying glass do when used? 

 It could work in conjunction with the pickup – so that you can only pickup items when in 
this mode. (remember the bCanPickupInventory flag) 

 It could display additional clue text above hidden items 

 It could turn on the display of particular objects. 

 It could highlight the hidden objects that are difficult to see. 

 It could alter the screen display – e.g. zoom in when used 

 
This same process could be used for a variety of game tools, e.g. some kind of UV torch that 
shows up particular objects in the scene. 
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Hints: 

Creating the transparent image 
 Find suitable image (google images perhaps  

 Copy this image 

 Create a new (transparent) image in AdobePhotoshop 

 Paste your ‘google image’ into this transparent one 

 You can edit the image if you wish at this stage. 

 Use magic selection tool to select areas of the image of a similar colour. 

 Fill these areas with black for completely opaque. 

 Delete areas for totally transparent 
 

You’ll need to read up on how to add a new alpha channel. The desired image is on the right 
and its alpha on the left. 

 
 

Resize to a 512 x 512 image and export as a targa.  
 
Have a go at getting your image into an Unreal texture package.  
(I’ll post up a guide to this later on)  You will probably find you 
just want a single texture package that holds all of your textures.  
Note in the screenshot, the transparent part of the image is 
identical to the background.  
 
You should be able to include this in your mod using your existing 
knowledge – e.g. in DrawHUD() 

 
 

 
// Draw MagnifyGlass 

if ( displayMagnifyGlass ) 

{ 

        // need to scale based on screen size 

        //original image is 512 x 512 

        MagnifyGlassScaleX = Canvas.ClipX / 512.0; 

        MagnifyGlassScaleY = Canvas.ClipY / 512.0; 

        Canvas.SetPos(0,0); 

        Canvas.DrawTileScaled( MagnifyGlass, MagnifyGlassScaleX,               

                               MagnifyGlassScaleY ); 

} 

 

 
This is just to get you started you’ll need to experiment a great deal more to improve 
this magnifying glass. 


